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ABSTRACT

On July 1999 Colombia entered into an extended facility agreement
with the IMF, the result of a sharp deterioration in most economic indicators.
Clearly, problems currently affecting Colombia go well beyond economics, as
political and social tensions have intensified.  Many of the policies contem-
plated in the IMF program had already been addressed in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Indeed during the final years of the Barco administration an eco-
nomic reform program was initiated.  This was intensified during the first two
years of Cesar Gaviria’s presidency, when an ambitious reform program was
introduced. The purpose of this paper is to analyze, from a political economy
perspective, the launching of the Colombian market-oriented reforms in 1989-
91. We are particularly interested in three questions: First, why was this effort
initiated at that particular time.  Second, which were the main actors behind the
reforms, with particular attention to the role of the so-called technopols. Third,
what were the views of the more important interest groups. We are especially
interested in investigating whether the so called “crisis hypothesis” applies to
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Colombia. This hypothesis is based on the observation made by a number of
scholars, that a major economic crisis almost always precedes the launching of
a reform effort.  We argue that although Colombia was not facing a major eco-
nomic crisis, it was facing a severe political and institutional breakdown.  The
profound attention devoted by the public and by key actors to political issues
gave President Gaviria ample room to maneuver in the economic reform front. As
a result, his first six months in office were truly remarkable in terms of economic
reform.  However, following the enactment of a new Constitution, interest groups
negatively affected by the reforms were able to regroup, and started to actively
lobby to stall the modernization process.  As a result, the reformist effort slowed
down significantly. Worse, many of the constitutional mandates placed Colom-
bia on an unsustainable fiscal path.

1. INTRODUCTION

On July 1999, and for the first time ever, Colombia entered into an extended
facility agreement with the IMF.  This was the inevitable result of a sharp
deterioration in most economic indicators, particularly in the fiscal front.  In a
matter of a few years, Colombia had gone from being a regional stellar performer to
having lost its reputation for fiscal prudence.  While in 1998 it was one of the few
Latin American countries that could boast “investment grade”, in 1999 it became
evident that foreign financing would only be forthcoming if the Colombian
authorities went back to the drawing board, under the tutelage of the IMF1.

By now it is clear that the problems currently affecting Colombia go well
beyond economics.  During the 1990s political and social tensions intensified, to
the point that in 2000 the authorities asked the international community to come to
the rescue, by providing resources to finance programs aimed at eradicating illicit
drugs, and establishing a safety net for those most affected by civil strife.  In 1999
around 5.000 civilians died as a result of an un-declared civil war between the
armed forces, several leftist guerilla organizations and right-wing paramilitaries.
As many as 1 million Colombians have been displaced as a result of the internal

1 The overall fiscal balance went from a 1% of GDP surplus in 1995 to a 6.3% deficit in
1999.  The latter reached 7.1% in the case of the central government. Most departments
and municipalities were not current on their debt obligations. Growth stalled in 1998
and GDP contracted by 4.5% in 1999, with unemployment reaching 20%. While there
are exogenous elements that partially explain the demise of the Colombian economy
–including the deterioration in the terms of trade, a complicated international financial
situation, problems in some of its major trading partners and an all but un-declared war
with the guerrilla’s—, it is evident that severe structural problems still abound.
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conflict, and at any given time 3.000 persons are kidnapped either by the guerrilla’s
or by common criminals 2.

Within the context of the IMF program, the authorities have agreed to
implement changes in order to restore fiscal sustainability and to introduce an
ambitious structural reform program. The latter include tax and pension reform
— both at the national and state level —, as well as a redefinition of the system of
inter- governmental transfers. There is even talk of labor reform and of a reform to
the law that defines expenditure responsibilities among different levels of
government.

Interestingly enough, many of the policies contemplated in the IMF program
had already been addressed in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  Indeed, during the
final years of the Barco administration (1986-90) an economic reform program was
initiated.  This was intensified during 1990-91, the first two years of Cesar Gaviria’s
presidency, when an ambitious reform program was launched with great enthusiasm.
At the time of these reforms a number of observers were impressed by the scope of
the program.  As it turned out, however, this reformist effort was incomplete and
many initiatives were never materialized.  In fact, with the benefit of hindsight it is
possible to argue that many of Colombia’s current ills have their origins on this
frustrated reform initiative.  In particular, a number of provisions in the Constitution
enacted in 1991 as part of the overall reform program, have generated serious fiscal
imbalances and important rigidities and distortions3.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze, from a political economy perspective,
the launching of the Colombian market-oriented reforms in 1989-91. We are
particularly interested in three questions: First, why was this modernization effort
initiated at that particular time in Colombia’s history.  Second, which were the main
actors behind the launching of the reform process.  Here we are particularly
interested in understanding the role played by the so-called technopols. Third,
what were the views of the more important interest groups regarding market-oriented
reforms.

In this paper we are especially interested in analyzing whether Colombia’s
experience conforms to the accepted paradigm on the conditions that determine

2 To add to this depressing scenario, in the indexes provided by the IBC International
Country Risk Guide and by Johnson and Sheehy (1995, 1996, 1997) Colombia scores
very low in terms of the quality of the judiciary, in terms of corruption, and in regard
to the quality of the national bureaucracy.

3 According to a central bank report, of all the changes introduced with the 1991
Constitution, the one with the greatest bearing in the increase in public expenditure has
been the transfer of revenue from the central government to territorial entities.
Between 1987 and 1995 these transfers increased in the equivalent of 3.1% of GDP.
According to Ocampo (1997), the overall permanent fiscal cost of the laws motivated
by the new constitution –decentralization, social security, and wage adjustments to the
military and the judiciary— amount to 4.2% of GDP, explaining 78% of the increase
in total public expenditure.  Today, 30% of public sector employees are still covered by
a regime in which severance payments are twice retroactive and in which they can
retire at an earlier age. Although they account for only 8% of the entire workforce,
their pension liabilities are a most serious strain on fiscal policy.
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the launching of a major reform.  More specifically, we investigate whether the so
called “crisis hypothesis” of the political economy of reform applies to the case of
Colombia.  According to this hypothesis, a major economic crisis almost always
precedes the launching of a market oriented reform effort.

In an early contribution Lal (1987, 274) argued that “the typical stabilization
cum adjustment program is launched when the country is in a ‘crisis,’ usually an
incipient or actual balance of payments crisis that necessitates a reduction in the
level of current expenditures.” Bates and Krueger (1993) are, possibly, the strongest
advocates of this “crisis” view of reform initiation.  According to these authors,
“[t]here is no recorded instance of the beginning of a reform program at a time
when economic growth was satisfactory and when the price level and balance of
payments situations were stable.  Conditions of economic stagnation...or continued
deterioration are evidently prerequisites for reform effort (page 454, emphasis
added).”  Likewise, Rodrik (1994, 63, emphasis added) explains that, “The reasons
for the free trade bandwagon are more or less unique and derive from the intense,
prolonged macroeconomic crisis that surrounded developing countries during
the 1980s... which overshadowed the distributional considerations....” After
examining thirteen episodes of economic reforms, Williamson and Haggard (1994,
564) reach a more cautious conclusion: “Crisis is clearly neither a necessary nor a
sufficient condition to initiate reform. It has nevertheless often played a critical
role in stimulating reform.”

The paper has five sections in addition to this introduction.  The first
section is a brief discussion of the most important aspects of the literature on the
political economy of reform, with special emphasis on the “crisis hypothesis.” In
the second we provide some background on the Colombian reforms. Emphasis is
placed on the salient features of the political system and on the most important
actors in the reformist effort. The third section deals with the initial social, political
and economic conditions faced by the Gaviria administration.  We argue that
although at the end of the 1980s Colombia did not face severe macroeconomic
imbalances, it was certainly facing severe institutional problems. The fourth section
has to do with the launching of the first wave of reforms, in late 1990. We argue that
this was a rather swift process, given that almost everybody was concerned with
matters not related to the economic arena.  In particular, a Constitutional Assembly
was being conformed, and most of the attention was focused on how it would deal
with topics such as drug trafficking, guerrilla’s and political reform.  In that respect,
the 1991 Constitution is a breaking point in the reformist effort. Finally, section 5
presents a very brief conclusion.

2. THE CRISIS HYPOTHESIS OF THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF REFORM

Recently there has been a proliferation of works dealing with the political
economy of reform.  Most of this literature has emphasized the role of interest
groups, the media, initial economic and political conditions, and the role of the
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external environment.  In this section we provide a very brief discussion of the
most important aspects of this literature, and  present a list of key hypotheses on
the dynamics of the political economy of reform.  The discussion in this section is
deliberately brief, and concentrates on those issues that are particularly important
for the analysis of the launching of Colombia’s experiment with economic reform4.

Some Basic Issues

Political economy approaches to economic reform in general, and trade
liberalization in particular, have traditionally focused on distributive conflicts.  The
basic framework is based on some variant of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory of
international trade, and considers a finite number of actors in the reform process5.
Some groups will be hurt by the reform and will oppose it, while those that benefit
will support it. This approach has been implicitly followed by Rodrik (1994), who
considers three groups of actors: (i) import substituting industrialists; (ii) holders
of import licenses; and (iii) users of imports, including producers that rely on
imported inputs.  Depending on the underlying model of an economy (i.e., whether
factors of production are industry-specific or not), it is possible to add to this list
any number of groups with special characteristics. In this particular set-up the
political support for the reform effort will be proportional to the difference between
redistributed income and net efficiency gains from the reforms; what Rodrik (1994)
calls the “political cost-benefit ratio.”

Reforms are seldom restricted to one area of the economy.  In order to have
a better understanding of the overall process, and in particular of the interaction
between different interest groups, a broader constellation of players and sectors
should be considered.  For example, if financial sector reform is being considered,
the role of banks, speculators and debtors should be incorporated into the analysis.
Moreover, as long as privatization is a key component of the reform agenda, the
role of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in the reform process has to be considered
explicitly.  Commenting on the political economy of privatization, the World Bank
has argued that the reform of SOEs can cost a government its support base, since
reform generally involves eliminating jobs and long-established subsidies. Also,

4 Detailed coverage of the analytics of the political economy of reform can be found,
among others, in Williamson (1994), Haggard and Kaufman (1992), and Tommasi and
Velasco (1996).

5 In spite of their elegance, however, models based on the Stolper-Samuelson framework
have a number of limitations.  They assume that the interests of  workers and capitalists
are independent of the sector where they operate initially, and they ignore important
macroeconomic considerations, including the potential role of the exchange rate.
Extensions of the basic Stolper-Samuelson framework, however, allow for additional
actors, as well as for complex relationships between them.  A powerful extension —
and one that has become very popular among political scientists working on the
political economy of trade — assumes that some of the factors (capital, say) are sector
specific. In this case, capitalist interests differ depending on which commodities they
are producing at the time the reforms are launched.
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to the extent that a reform program includes the reform of public sector institutions,
the role of public sector unions and the bureaucracy should be taken into account
in the analysis.

Bates and Krueger (1993, 456) argue that one possible explanation for the
failure of interest groups to prevent or shape economic reforms is that, “in the
context of comprehensive economic policy reform, it is difficult for particular groups
to calculate where their interests lie.”  It is possible to argue that the various
components of policy packages can act as compensation mechanisms that can
help reduce opposition and raise support for a program that includes trade
liberalization.

In recent policy discussions it is now customary to distinguish between
“first” and “second” generation reforms (Naim, 1994, 1995).  First generation policy
reforms represent a change in economic policies that alters some basic aspects of
the economic structure of the country in question.  In addition to trade liberalization,
these policies include fiscal reforms and adjustment, the elimination of exchange
controls, financial liberalization, the implementation of minimal social safety nets,
deregulation and some privatization.  In contrast, second generation, or institutional
reforms aim to drastically change the institutions of the state.  These reforms are
politically and technically more difficult to implement, as they entail changing the
functioning of fundamental institutions.

In sum, recent analyses of the political economy of economic reforms have
gone beyond pure economic issues and have emphasized five interrelated aspects:
(i) distributive conflict among different groups; (ii) the country’s political
organization and structure, including the system of checks and balances and the
number and nature of political parties;  (iii) the role of the bureaucracy; (iv) the role
of ideas and of professional and intellectual groups; (v) external actors, including
the international multilateral institutions. This broader perspective recognizes the
relevance of a rich list of actors.  In this framework, coalitions play an important
function, as do politically-motivated compensation schemes.

Crisis and the Launching of Reform

Each episode of economic reform is historically unique.  Nonetheless, recent
work on the political economy of reform have been able to detect some regularities
followed by most reform episodes (see Table 1). As was explicitly shown in the
introduction to this paper, several authors have argued that a major economic
crisis almost always precedes the launching of a reform effort.

It should be noted, however, that it is not only evident that crisis do not
always lead to reform.  In some cases a crisis may actually result in the
implementation of more distortive and command-type policies. Rajapatirana et al.
(1997), for instance, have argued that this has been the case in many Latin American
episodes. Indeed, after analyzing the evolution of trade policy in several countries,
they have concluded that an several occasions severe macroeconomic imbalances
have resulted, if anything, in the “tightening” of trade policies.  Furthermore,
though countries may not be experiencing a major crisis –in terms of hyperinflation
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or balance of payments problems— a severely distorted economic environment
can certainly propitiate a reformist effort.  In fact, it might very well be the case that
a country has averted balance of payments problems precisely because it had
adopted a highly distortive and protective tariff structure.  Finally, not all crises are
necessarily of an economic nature. Olson (1982) argues that a military defeat or a
natural disaster can disrupt existing political coalitions, thereby opening room for
the (reform-minded) initiatives of new actors.

The Colombian reformist experience of the early 1990s is particularly
interesting from a political economy perspective precisely because, as we will
show in section 3, while there were no major macroeconomic problems at the
outset, the economy was highly distorted and, more importantly, there was a severe
gobernability crisis, with rampant violence resulting from confrontation with drug-
traffickers and left-wing guerrilla organizations.

Following Nelson (1994), it should be pointed out that disentangling the
type of crisis  —for example, institutional as opposed to macroeconomic— might
not be very important in order to understand the launching of a reform process, as
reforms can be propitiated from many different angles.  However, that
disentanglement might very well be critical in relation to the sustainability of the
structural reform process itself.  Put differently, it is one thing to advance structural
reforms in the context of severe macroeconomic imbalances, quite a different story
to do it as a reaction, at least in part, to institutional problems not directly linked to
economic issues.  Among other things, the support that a reform program can elicit
when it is launched from a reasonably acceptable economic situation can be highly
unreliable.

While Edwards (1996) and Edwards and Steiner (1999) elaborate on several
issues regarding the political economy of structural reforms, in this paper we
concentrate on “initial conditions” and on the “crisis hypothesis”.  In essence, we
will challenge Williamson’s (1994, 478) statement according to which “a number of
countries were indeed stimulated to reform by crises … But there were also cases,
such as Colombia and Portugal, where reform occurred without the stimulus of a
crisis.”

According to this “crisis hypothesis,” in the midst of an economic crisis,
highly trained social scientists are called by politicians and asked to help forge a
way out of the crisis. All of a sudden, the incoming  technopols’ ideas — usually
based on the Anglo-Saxon economic tradition and consistent with the views of the
multilateral institutions — become highly influential6.    Certainly, ideas are not

6 Domínguez (1997,7) defines technopols as follows:  “Technopols are a variant of
technocrats.  In addition to being technocrats... technopols are political leaders (1) at
or near the top of their country’s government and political life (including opposition
political parties) who (2) go beyond their specialized expertise to draw on various
different streams of knowledge and who (3) vigorously participate in the nation’s
political life (4) for the purpose of affecting politics well beyond the economic realm
and who may, at times, be associated with an effort to “remake” their country’s
politics, economics, and society.  Technopols so defined may operate in either
authoritarian or democratic regimes.”
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only important in formulating the reform plan, but also in implementing the actual
liberalization program. At the implementation stage the technopols usually find
out that the realities of politics conflict with the simple world of economics.  Their
ability to understand political trade-off’s and to design sellable strategies may
determine the success of the reform effort.

Although the actual way in which reforms are implemented varies across
countries, the early phases of the process are often concentrated on basic economic
issues, and in particular on macroeconomic stabilization and trade liberalization.
The coordination of macroeconomic and trade reform policies becomes crucial at
this time.  The political effect of these early reforms, particularly the support they
will elicit from the population, will depend on a number of factors, including: (i)
whether the government is able to put in place an effective public relations effort;
(ii) the performance of the economy;  (iii) the government’s capacity to put in place
compensation schemes that will defuse opposition to the reforms; and (iv) the
government’s ability to forge broad political coalitions.

Successful reformist governments are able to form broad coalitions and,
more importantly, to compensate and neutralize (potential) losers. As Haggard and
Webb (1994 a,b) have argued, most successful compensation schemes have been
rather complex, and have not been based on simple monetary transfers to those
that are directly hurt by the reforms.  Actually, there are several distinct ways in
which a reformist government can compensate potential losers and/or opposers.
The first one, called direct compensation, includes the traditional mechanisms
used by governments to ‘buy’ the support of certain groups directly affected by
the reform process.  An example of this type of mechanism would be the distribution
of shares in privatized companies to workers in those companies. Indirect
mechanisms rely on making policy adjustments in areas unrelated to the reforms
proper, in order to compensate (potential) opponents; cross compensation
mechanisms, on the other hand, try to ‘buy’ the support of groups not directly
affected by the reforms. Exclusionary compensation mechanisms try to deflect
opposition by certain groups, by not including them among those affected by
particular reform measures. The final category, political compensation, includes
the appointment of reform skeptics into key government positions.

Exporters are usually among the early supporters of reform-oriented
governments.  They benefit directly from the reduction of import tariffs and from
the exchange rate depreciation that often takes place during the early stages of an
stabilization program.  Producers of import-competing goods are usually among
the opponents of trade reform initiatives, but are often at least partially compensated
by the real depreciation of the currency.  Losers of trade liberalization can also be
compensated through other schemes.  In particular, if the reform process is seen as
a package, some import-substituting groups may support the reforms if they
perceive that they will directly benefit from privatizations or financial liberalization,
for example.

Support from the multilateral institutions —either in the form of technical
assistance or through the provision of funds— may help the reform effort, once it
has been launched.   However, there is significant evidence that the multilaterals
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have not usually played a fundamental role in the initiation of the reforms (see
Edwards, 1997).  According to Lal (1997, 150), in order to encourage the reform
government to undertake its tasks, “sweeteners which ease its fiscal problems, in
the form of soft loans or grants from multilateral and bilateral foreign governments,
may be desirable.  Beyond that the role of foreign assistance seems limited.”

How well the reform effort fares from a political economy perspective will
also depend on the political structure of the country. For example, countries with a
two party system and a low(er) degree of political polarization may find it easier to
forge a national project and implement reforms with a long pay-off period than
those countries with a highly fragmented political system.  More generally, countries
with a high degree of political conflict may tend to get easily bogged down in
political struggles.

With time, and as the original crisis subsides,  reform skeptics and opponents
are able to regroup and to challenge the reform itself7.  Their efforts to slow down
the modernization process —and even to reverse it— can be successful if the
reforms have failed to generate significant improvements in economic conditions,
including higher real wages and lower unemployment.  While in some cases nos-
talgia and the populist temptation are strong enough to bring the reforms to a
standstill, in others the modernization forces are able to continue moving forward
until the reform process is consolidated. The way in which a reformist government
reacts to the populist challenge is also an important determinant of the fate of the
modernization effort.  For example, in order to regain some public support the
authorities may reduce the pace of key reforms, or —as is becoming increasingly
common— they may relax the public sector budget constraint to face a political
challenge.

3. COLOMBIA:  POLITICAL BACKGROUND AND MAIN ACTORS

In this section we analyze the political and economic conditions faced by
Colombia before the market oriented reforms of 1989-90 were launched. This
analysis provides useful background information for understanding why the
Colombian reformist effort took the form it did.  The section is organized in three
parts.  We first deal with the nature of the party system, highlighting the dominance
of an entrenched bi-partisan coalition.  Secondly, we discuss the implications of
the polity in terms of economic and institutional stability.  Finally, we make particu-
lar reference to some key actors relevant in the reformist effort.  In the next section
we will discuss the economic, social and political conditions prevalent at the time
of the introduction of the structural reform program.

7 Nelson (1994) argues that in general it is more relevant to focus on the sustainability
of reform than on its inception.  The latter is generally facilitated by the so-called
“honeymoon effect.”
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Thirty Years of Power-Sharing8

The party system has changed less in Colombia than any other country in
the Western Hemisphere, probably with the exception of Mexico. According to Dix
(1990, p. 100), “what does distinguish the Colombian case is the failure of the
country’s political institutions, and notably its party system, to manifest changes
comparable in magnitude to the new levels of social mobilization.” On average,
during 1945-86 the two traditional parties commanded over 97% of the vote for the
House of Representatives. Only once (in 1970) did their combined total at the polls
fall below 90%. Between 1931 and 1982 barely 12% of municipalities switched
party allegiance. Almost without exception, every time dissident factions appeared,
they invariably went back to their original partisan allegiance.

The non-emergence of a third party is surprising in light of the fact that,
since the late 1950s, the two traditional parties have converged both in terms of
policy and of ideology.  Furthermore, Colombia’s poor distribution of income and
wealth has made it an ideal place for the emergence of a class-based party.  However,
the workforce has not been heavily employed in sectors that are prone to produce
a militant, class-oriented activism. Instead, coffee, the country’s main product, is
grown on thousands of small, family-operated parcels.  This has fostered
conservative, individualist values rather than radical or collectivist ones (Dix, 1990).
In addition, coffee has been entirely owned by Colombian nationals, as have other
key industries. This might explain the lack of nationalistic attitudes, a frequent
breeding ground for popular movements.  Of course, the exclusionist nature of the
bi-partisan coalition might in part explain the emergence and maintenance in time
of a very active left-wing guerrilla organization.

Since 1958 Colombia can be characterized as a case of a consociational
democracy, unique in that its subcultures do not originate in religious, ethnic, or
class differences  (Dix, 1980)9.   Regarding the two traditional parties, their exclusivist
nature and their familial and communal roots mark them as the functional equivalent
of subcultures.  For the most part, the two traditional parties have been composed
of prominent individuals, bound together through clientelistic relationships, with
weak organizations and barely any programmatic content10.   They are nonetheless

8 This sub-section and the next draw partially from Jaramillo, Steiner and Salazar  (1999).
9 Lijphart (1977, p. 1) distinguished a consociational democracy as one in which

“centrifugal tendencies inherent in a plural society are counteracted by the cooperative
attitudes and behavior of the leaders of the different segments of the population.”  By
means of proportionality rules, grand coalitions and mutual vetoes, leaders of different
subcultures are able to provide reasonable stability to an otherwise polarized society.
Other analysts have referred to Colombia as a “modified democracy,” with qualifications
such as “controlled,” “oligarchic” or “bipartisan elitist.”  Some have called it a “formally
authoritarian democracy” or a “constitutional dictatorship” (Hartlyn, 1993).

10 Writing in the early 1990s, Supelano (1992) argued that in Colombia there has always
been resistance towards the dominant theories of the day. Policy has generally been
eclectic, depending more on the need to maintain the balance of power than on
theoretical principles.
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multi-class, as elites have sought popular support in their partisan competition for
the perquisites of power.

The two traditional parties’ hold on power was enhanced in the late 1950s
through a political coalition (National Front or Frente Nacional). After several
years of party violence, the leaders of the two parties reached an arrangement by
which both would share power for sixteen years. Several factors led to this
agreement. First, the usual conflict between the parties was increasingly superseded
by popular resentment toward them. Second, the military’s repressive actions and
political ambitions became more uncomfortable than a coalition with a partisan foe.
Third, the Liberals came to  accept Colombia’s status as an officially Catholic
country. Finally, both parties agreed that the military would not be persecuted and
that the Minister of Defense would come from its ranks.

The National Front consensus was based on three main provisions. Perhaps
the most prominent was that the presidency would alternate between parties for
the duration of the coalition. Throughout the political system, seats in Congress,
departmental assemblies and municipal councils, all cabinet and government offices,
as well as positions in the Supreme Court, would be divided evenly between the
two major parties to the exclusion of all others. To avoid partisan stalemates, non-
procedural decisions in all elective bodies required a two-thirds majority.

Though it can be criticized for having impeded social change, the National
Front must be credited with greatly reducing inter-party violence and returning the
military to the barracks11.   The two parties stopped quarreling for the control of
the state, while reaping the gains of impressive economic growth.  Resulting policies
fostered stable growth and moderate inflation without openly discriminating against
any activity12.

The National Front formally ended in 1974, but several of its provisions
were extended for four years13.  Informally, the coalition lasted much longer. Every
president until 1990 came from within its ranks, and Congress continued to be
dominated by the two traditional parties. A referendum held in 1990 mandated the
convening of a popularly elected Constituent Assembly that drafted a new
constitution (more on this below). Its provisions were designed to facilitate the
creation and consolidation of new political movements, empower citizens, and
advance political and fiscal decentralization. Though many analysts have been

11 Recent violence has occurred outside of any power dispute between the traditional
parties, although many of its causes can be traced back to the exclusivist nature of the
National Front.  On these matters, the essays collected in Leal (1995) are very
relevant.

12 According to Reveiz and Pérez (1986), during the National Front heads of business
associations began to occupy, in a rather large proportion, positions in the executive
branch.

13 A 1968 Constitutional amendment prolonged parity in cabinet and administrative
positions for four years and established that after this extension the party other than
that of the President would receive  “equitable”  cabinet and administrative positions.
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skeptical of these provisions’ practical implications, the power-sharing schemes
of the National Front did, for all practical purposes, end in 1991.

Some Economic and Institutional Implications of the Polity

The characterization of Colombia as a consociational democracy, in which
two parties have explicitly or implicitly shared power, largely explains the economic
policies implemented between the 1960s and the 1980s.  According to Haggard
(1994), Latin American countries with high inflation histories have been those in
which the “urban popular sector” and labor groups have been incorporated into
populist parties, in the context of relatively polarized party systems. In sharp
contrast, the political difficulties of implementing macroeconomic adjustment
programs have been less severe where decision-making has been centralized and
less subjected to rent-seeking pressures.

Two features distinguish Colombia from the typical Latin American country,
as characterized by Haggard. The most influential business group produces an
export  (coffee) not linked to import substitution, and export promotion has been
the cornerstone of policy since 1967.  Post-1967 Colombia seems to fit in Haggard’s
assessment of Asia in the sense that in that region it has been important “to
maintain realistic exchange rates and to shift toward the promotion of manufactured
exports” (p. 241).

According to Urrutia (1991), in Colombia there has generally been no
“economic populism,” certainly not in the sense of Dornbusch and Edwards (1991).
Macroeconomic policy has generally been conducted with the purpose of providing
some minimum stability deemed necessary to promote growth, rather than with
redistribution purposes. This has been made possible not by “populism,” but by
“clientelism,” which has given politicians an important say in the distribution of
the national budget, while at the same time allowing them to reap the benefits of
stability, produced by a seldom politicized macroeconomic decision-making process.

As Archer and Soberg Shugart (1997) and Soberg Shugart and Nielson
(1997) show, Colombia’s electoral rules (in which members of Congress are elected
by proportional representation rules applied to each district on the basis of factional
rather than party lists) provide incentives for politicians to pursue personal, service-
related votes instead of party-oriented votes14.   Voters are tied to individual
legislators and their vote depends heavily on the elected official’s delivery of
government services.  In addition, parties have almost no control over the
composition of their delegations in Congress. Almost four decades ago, Nelson et
al. (1971) argued that political practices were supplementing the inter-party political
and ideological debate with the politics of pressure groups.

14 The 1991 Constitution maintained these rules for the lower house of Congress.  To
facilitate matters for political minorities, Senate seats are now assigned by proportional
representation rules applied in a national electoral district.
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(i) Relative economic stability

Within the Latin American context, and notwithstanding the dismal perfor-
mance of the last five years, Colombia has been characterized as the least volatile
economy. Table 2 shows information on inflation and growth for the region’s
largest economies. In all sub-periods, Colombia had the third lowest inflation rate.
In terms of volatility, except during 1960-69, Colombia additionally experienced the
most stable rate of inflation.  A similar pattern emerges in the country’s growth rate.
The table indicates that Colombia’s relative stability occurred in the context of
macroeconomic results that were not particularly impressive.

With regard to prices, Colombia is a remarkable case of stability of the rate
of inflation15.   That relative stability has been achieved in the context of moderate,
rather than low inflation is not independent of political economy issues; there is
evidence that the inflation tax has helped finance the deficit, itself partially the
result of the resolution of conflicts among relevant economic and political interests
within society16.

Economic volatility depends on several factors, particularly external
conditions (i.e., terms of trade and capital flows) and economic policy.  Table 3
shows that with regard to the terms of trade, Colombia’s “external environment”
has not been particularly stable in comparison to other regional economies.  Instead,
during 1970-92 Colombia had by far the most stable economic policy in the region
(IADB, 1995).

(ii) Institutional stability

Table 4 shows the phases of central banking in Colombia. The Banco de la
República was established as a private and autonomous entity in 1923, and it
remained so until 1963.  Up to 1931 Colombia adhered to the gold standard, thereafter
maintaining a fixed (and stable) exchange rate until 1949. In 1951 the bank’s objectives
were expanded to include not only price stability but also “economic development.”
In the early 1960s the bank was nationalized and in 1963 the Monetary Board was
created.  Composed solely of members of the government and an appointed
governor, the Board was given control of monetary, credit and exchange rate policies.

The 1991 Constitution completely overhauled the central banking regime.
The Banco de la República was organized as an autonomous state institution,
independent from the government, with the sole objective of achieving price
stability.  Its Board of Directors is in charge of monetary, credit and exchange rate
policies.  The Board is composed of seven members: the Governor of the Bank, the

15 Dornbusch and Fischer (1993) refer to Colombia as the moderate-inflation country
par excellence.  In the words of Williamson (1996, p. 34), “Colombia provided the
best example of a country that seemed to have learned to live with inflation.”

16 Suescún (1992) shows that Colombia’s inflation and devaluation rates exhibit the time-
series properties derived from an “optimal financing” model  a-la-Phelps.
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Minister of Finance and five full-time members, appointed by the government for
fixed terms.

In 1967 Colombia adopted a “crawling peg” exchange rate system.  Whatever
is said regarding stability in Colombia’s key economic variables has to take into
account the very prominent fact that since 1967, and at least until 1991, it maintained
basically the same exchange rate regime17.   The stability of the exchange rate
regime has coincided with remarkable  institutional stability. Table 5 shows that
since 1960 the central bank has had only six governors, with an average tenure of
6.5 years (and counting), well above the regional average suggested in Table 6,
taken from Cukierman (1992). If the tenure of the central bank governor has been
noteworthy, it  pales in comparison to that of the General Manager of the National
Federation of Coffee Growers (for Federación Nacional de Cafeteros).  Since 1937,
the Federation has had only three general managers.

TECHNOCRATS, POLITICIANS AND OTHER KEY ACTORS

As in most other countries, Colombia’s socio-economic landscape is
extremely complex, full of land mines that any reformist government has to face
with extreme care. Table 7 contains a systematic discussion of the most important
internal actors, including a brief comment on their general position regarding
economic modernization, as well as a detailed discussion on the way they viewed
specific aspects of the reform agenda.

Two comments regarding Table 7 are in order. The first is related to the
business sector pressure groups, or gremios. For a long time there has been the
idea that these groups have had a significant degree of influence (Urrutia, 1983).
They have traditionally exercised it in a number of ways: they lobby in a way
similar to their US counterparts, they finance political campaigns for members of
congress, and they finance think tanks that develop the intellectual rationale for
their positions.  Although the gremio formed by coffee producers (FEDECAFE) is
the better known, the long list of prominent gremios in Table 7 illustrates that what
in analytical models is generically referred to as “owners of capital” is, in most
instances, a highly heterogeneous group.  Many of these gremios had antagonistic
views regarding critical aspects of the reform program.

The second important aspect captured by Table 7 refers to labor. Broadly
speaking, Colombia’s labor movement does not appear to be very important. While
in 1965 close to 16% of the labor force belonged to a labor organization, that
number dropped to 9.3% in 1984 and to only 7.8% in 1990.  Affiliation numbers are
small, and have barley increased  (Table 8).   In 1990 the economic activity with the
highest percentage of workers belonging to a labor union was “utilities” (generally

17 It is revealing to note that in 1987 the Central Bank organized a very well attended
international seminar to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the Estatuto
Cambiario , the 1967 piece of legislation that laid the foundation for the crawling peg
system.
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publicly owned), with an affiliation rate of 42%. Affiliation rates were as low as
1.5% in agriculture and 8.2% in manufacturing.

The importance of the labor movement is thus restricted to the public sec-
tor, and even there percentages have been declining (Table 9).  Traditionally, Co-
lombia has been characterized by the existence of a dualistic labor movement.
While, in general, unions have been weak, public sector unions —and especially
teachers’, health workers, and state owned enterprises unions— have been very
powerful. In this regard, Wiesner (1998) argues that the rent-seeking practices of
organized labor in key public sector services have played a crucial role in retarding
much needed structural reforms.

As a result of the political and institutional crisis that had reached a critical
level during the 1989-90 electoral period (more on this below), members of  Congress
were decisively in the defensive, as there was an increasing feeling among the
public that they were unable to pass meaningful legislation. Voters rejection of the
political status quo peaked in March 1990, when in an almost spontaneous way
they overwhelmingly voted for convening a constitutional assembly  (see section
3).  Drug traffickers, which during the 1970s had become increasingly influential in
all spheres of Colombia’s public life, had also taken a defensive stance — albeit a
very aggressive and violent one —, as the Barco administration had stepped up
the war against them18.  And finally, the guerrilla movement, which for years had
waged a war of attrition with the government, had accepted to enter into (what
appeared to be) serious negotiations.

In Colombia, as in most developing countries during the late 1980s and
early 1990s, policy discussions were also affected by the views of the multilateral
institutions. Possibly the most important “external” actor was the World Bank,
which had a fruitful long-term relationship with Colombia. The IMF, on the other
hand, had significantly less influence, as Colombia had tried (successfully) since
the late 1960s to avoid entering into IMF-sponsored programs 19.

In terms of actors, an important question refers to the role played by
“technocrats” in the launching of the reforms.  We believe that this is such a key
issue that in this section we discuss it in some detail. On a general basis, several
authors have emphasized the long-lasting role of “technocrats” in Colombia’s
decision-making process. Edwards (1995b) has highlighted their role in explaining
Colombia’s relative economic stability:  “Fedesarrollo (a private research institution)
has been the intellectual breeding ground of an amazingly large number of those in
charge of economic policy.  It could be argued that Fedesarrollo’s bipartisan and

18 On the influence of drugs on the Colombian economy see Steiner (1998).
19 In many ways, Colombia faces a unique external environment, since the Drug

Enforcement Administration plays an important role in determining the US attitude
towards the country. The DEA advises the president on whether to “certify” different
governments as having made progress with respect to the war against drugs, and is very
influential in determining the administration’s support — or lack of it — for certain
programs.
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non-ideological positions are a good reflection of Colombia’s implicit pact according
to which Liberals and Conservatives share power.” Of its nine Directors, five have
been Liberal, three Conservative, and one independent  (Table 10).  In all instances
but one, the Director has been affiliated with a different party than that of the
government in power.  The same individuals act sometimes as government officials
and at other times as independent analysts.  It can be argued that the institution is
a facilitator for achieving consensus, not because of its intellectual power, but
rather because it credibly internalizes policy options that are politically viable20.

The specific group of technocrats that was active during the Gaviria
administration deserves a special mention.  Although the notion of opening up the
economy had been accepted by several policy makers by early 1990, most influential
figures were skeptical about the bulk of the other reforms.  The group of economists
that designed the program was, to some extent, outside of Colombia’s economic
mainstream.

There is little doubt that from the beginning the reform program was as
much candidate Gaviria’s, as that of his closest associates, including Rudolf Hommes
and Armando Montenegro, who would later become Finance Minister and Direc-
tor of the National Planning Department, respectively21.   César Gaviria was trained
as an economist at Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá’s premiere private university.
According to those that knew him during his years as a student, Gaviria developed
from very early on a critical view regarding CEPAL’s import substitution
development strategies, then in vogue in most of Latin America22.

Throughout most of 1989 and early 1990 a group of economists, mostly
associated with the modern wings of the Liberal Party —a wing increasingly
associated with Gaviria’s name—, began meeting in a Bogotá restaurant, the Club
Suizo, to discuss the country’s economic future.  The de-facto coordinator of the

20 For better or for worse, Colombian economic technocrats have frequently been inclined
to reach broad consensus on economic policy. This tendency was illustrated by a
symposium held in early 1978, during the peak of the coffee boom and in the midst of
a huge accumulation of reserves. Wiesner (1978) reports that of the seventeen young
economists who expressed their views during the discussions, only one suggested doing
away with exchange controls.  The voices of these economists were not simply those
of academia.  Of the seventeen speakers, six would eventually become finance ministers,
three would hold ministries in other economic areas, and seven would become either
advisors to the monetary board or members of it successor institution, the Central
Bank Board.  Only in the 1990s did this trend towards consensus begin to dissipate.

21 Interestingly enough, in spite of having been Minister of Finance (1986-87) and
Minister of Government (1987-90) during the Barco government, Gaviria did not
participate very actively in the formulation of that administration’s liberalization
program. Gaviria’s tenure as Finance Minister was rather short, and he devoted almost
every effort to designing —and persuading congress to pass— a substantial tax reform.

22 Some have intimated that Gaviria came from the provinces (Pereira), which affected
his economic views.  He is supposed to have been horrified by the influence of interest
groups and by the multiplicity of deals that were cut between politicians and private
sector representatives in Bogotá.
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group —which quickly became known as the Club Suizo  group— was Rudolf
Hommes, who had advised slained leader Galán23  and later became Gaviria’s main
economic advisor.

What began as informal meetings, derived into a formal proposition for a
new economic policy for the 1990s. This program was published in March of 1990
—two full months before the presidential elections— in the monthly magazine
Estrategia Económica y Financiera .  The article, which was written by Hommes
(1990) and synthesized the views of the Club Suizo  group, was titled “An Economic
Proposal for the Nineties” (Una Propuesta Económica para los Noventa).  The
importance of this document is that it is one of the very few that allows us to know
what Gaviria’s economic team had in mind in terms of economic policy, before the
elections. In fact, many of the most important elements of this document were later
reproduced in the government’s official National Development Plan (La Revolu-
ción Pacífica).

An interesting question —and one that has some bearings on the
interpretation of the political economy of the Colombian reforms— is who was an
actual member of this group. Cepeda (1994), for example, lists 11 people, most of
which had been associated with the economics department of Universidad de los
Andes.  The “Proposal” article, on the other hand, in its opening footnote lists 26
names.  Many of those in these lists went on to occupy very senior positions —
including at the cabinet and sub cabinet levels- in the Gaviria administration.  Two
interesting features of these lists are worthwhile noting: first, the vast majority of
those involved in the Club Suizo  deliberations had graduate degrees from top US
or European universities.  In addition, almost none of them had participated actively
in politics.  In that regard, this group constitutes the core of the Colombian
technopols —the technocrats turned reformers and politicians— which according
to Williamson and Haggard (1994) and Dominguez (1997), among others, have
played a key role in the launching of every one of the Latin American reforms.  A
second characteristic that deserves some attention is that most of the members of
Colombia’s economic establishment are absent from it. Although the members of
the group were far from being unknowns, it may be argued that they were (at least
partially) outsiders, with what appeared to be new, and even puzzling, ideas. Another
interesting feature of the Club Suizo  group is that many of its members had been
associated with the Banco de la República and, as is usually the case with central
bankers, had a relatively low profile.

Although candidate Gaviria participated in only a few of the meetings, this
manifesto clearly represented the core of his campaign’s economic ideas.  He was,
of course, aware of the Club Suizo  group activities and received periodical briefings
on the different issues being discussed.  As the campaign progressed, however,

23 Front-runner in the liberal party primaries, he embraced a modernist conception
regarding economic policy.  He was an outspoken enemy of the drug mafia.  When he
was slained by the mob in late 1989, he became an instant martyr.  On the request of
Galan’s eldest son, Cesar Gaviria, his campaign manager, took over as leader of his
political movement.
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Gaviria started to develop a number of new ideas of his own, many of which had
not been discussed by the Club Suizo  group —or, if discussed, had been discarded
as ineffective. Perhaps the most important of these ideas referred to the abolition
of the Capital Controls provision of Decree 444, that for more than twenty years
had governed Colombia’s exchange rate policy.

4. THE CRISIS HYPOTHESIS:  POLITICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PRE-
CONDITIONS FOR REFORM

During the turbulent 1980s, Colombia was, together with Chile, the best
performer among Latin American economies  (Table 11).  While during this “lost
decade” average GDP growth was negative in Argentina and Venezuela, and barely
positive in Peru and Uruguay, it reached 3.4% in Colombia.  The same can be said
in terms of per capita GDP.  Its average rate of growth was negative in most
countries, except Brazil (0.95%), Colombia (1.29%) and Chile (2.76%).  Other
macroeconomic indicators also made Colombia look well by regional standards.
For example, it was the only major regional economy not to restructure its foreign
debt, as a result of the debt crisis that ensued following Mexico’s 1982 moratorium.
On the other hand, inflation never got out of hand.

Social indicators also fared reasonably well. Between 1978 and 1991 poverty
fell, both in urban as well as in rural areas  (Table 12).  According to CEPAL, during
the 1980s Colombia was one of the few countries where income distribution actually
improved, albeit from a very uneven starting point (Table 13).

Evidently, not all was well in the economic front. Following the problems
associated with the debt crisis, towards the end of the 1980s it became evident that
as a consequence of a period of “stop and go” policies on several fronts, the
Colombian economy had come to exhibit numerous distortions.

As a result of  two external shocks — the cut of external financing and the
worsening in the terms of trade — Colombia was forced to implement a major
adjustment in the first half of the 1980s.  This was based on the implementation of
a real exchange rate depreciation — through an acceleration of the pace of mini
devaluations —, a timid fiscal correction, and a major hike in the degree of protection.
Average (nominal) import tariffs went from 26 % in 1980 to 57% in 1984. More
important yet, import licenses increased very significantly during this period: while
in 1980, 31% of imports required a license, by 1984 99% of imports were either
prohibited or required prior licenses! (Table 14).

By 1984 many observers believed that the high degree of protection was
suffocating the economy.  In essence, several analyst argued that Colombia’s
acceptable rate of growth was entirely explained by factor accumulation, with total
factor productivity steady, if not declining. Certainly, from a regional standpoint,
in 1985 Colombia was probably the least open of all Latin American economies
(Table 15).

The World Bank initiated discussions with the authorities on the need to
implement a trade reform program and in May 1985, after extensive discussions
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with the authorities, the Bank approved a Trade Policy and Export Diversification
Loan to assist Colombia in this task24.  An import rationalization process was
begun in 1985, with the purpose not so much of exposing domestic production to
foreign competition, but of expediting administrative procedures. The following
measures are worth noting:  (i) The percentage of the tariff universe that could
freely be imported increased from 0.5% in 1984 to 36% at the end of 1986. The items
included in the prior license regime and in the prohibited import list decreased from
63% and 83% to 1% and 16.5%, respectively. (ii) In 1986 the percentage of rejected
applications had decreased to 39%. (iii) The average tariff, that amounted to 42%
in 1985, was reduced to 31.2% in 1986.

Distortions were prevalent not only in regard to the trade regime. As has
been the case in a number of Latin American countries, Colombia’s traditional
labor legislation was extremely rigid, imposing very high costs on formal sector
firms.  With the purpose of protecting workers rights, legislation had severely
distorted the labor market, yielding results that were contrary to those that had
been expected.  Among others, they produced significant employment instability,
as it made lay-offs extremely expensive, especially in the case of employees who
had been with the same firm for over 10 years.  In addition, legislation had become
a barrier to the generation of employment in the modern sector as the double
retroactive character of severance payments increased labor costs and made them
highly unpredictable.

Prior to 1991, a fixed-term labor contract could not last less than one year,
except under very special conditions.  As a result, firms would use, and sometimes
even constitute, temporal employment services under highly unfavorable
conditions: (i) wages were lower than those earned by formally employed workers
with similar qualifications; and (ii) there were no benefits.

In addition, the law provided that if an employer was laid off without “proper
cause” (term which the law did not define), employees would have to pay a penalty
equivalent to the wages that were due until the expiration of the contract, if it was
a fixed-term arrangement.  If it was not, in addition to all legal benefits, the employer
had to pay extra wages as a penalty.  In the latter case, the employee had to be re-
hired (acción de reintegro) and was entitled to receive payment for the period he
had been idle (pago de “brazos caídos”).  In addition, the employer was entitled to
a pension (pensión sanción).

The most controversial aspect regarding labor legislation was the double
retroactive character of severance payments.  The law stipulated that every year
workers were entitled to a bonus equivalent to a month’s wage, plus 12% interest.
This liability was due upon retirement.  Workers could make withdrawals in order
to purchase (or improve) housing.  Even if the employee had made one or more
withdrawals, thereby exhausting the funds he/she was entitled to receive at the
time, the employers liability would not be fully cancelled. At the time of the final
liquidation –and taking into account the nominal wage increases that occurred

24 For more details see Thomas (1986).
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between the time of the withdrawals and the time of final liquidation—, only the
nominal value of withdrawals was taken into account.  Because of this, firms
liabilities increased every year, in an uncertain manner, since they were affected by
how long employees had been at the firm, by the amount of partial withdrawals and
by the return the firm could obtain by investing these funds.

The financial sector was also highly distorted.  An important number of
banks was state controlled, and ownership of the private banks was highly
concentrated; interest rates were subject to ceilings; forced credit allocation was
very important; securities markets were discouraged; and supervision was lax.
Colombia’s experience illustrates how even with fairly stable rates of inflation and
prudent fiscal policies, private securities markets can deteriorate.  By the end of
the 1980s less than 100 companies were listed on the stock exchanges as opposed
to 400 in the 1960s, and privately issued securities (stocks and bonds) amounted
to 2% of total financial system liabilities vs. 20% in 1965.

Not to mention the capital account.  Since 1967 Colombia had an extensive
system of massive exchange controls. Originally this system had been devised as
a way of allowing the central bank to carry out a nominal exchange rate policy
based on frequent mini devaluations.  The purpose of this exchange rate policy
was to avoid real exchange rate overvaluation and to maintain exports
competitiveness.  With time the mini devaluations policy became the staple of
Colombia’s policy making.  Ironically, perhaps, economic agents came to believe
that it was a fundamental determinant of Colombia’s (relative) economic stability.

Direct foreign investment was also subject to a surrealistic array of controls.
The legislation governing DFI had its origins in the Andean Pact infamous Article
24 which, for all practical purposes, was aimed at cutting the Andean nations off
the world economy. Likewise, the tax system was seriously distorted. Inflation
eroded tax assessments, distributed earnings were subject to double-taxation,
evasion was rampant and a number of sectors had been able to obtain significant
exemptions.

Although the above listing of distortions amply justify the introduction of
corrective measures, it would be an exaggeration to say that they conformed a
“critical” situation.  At best, one could describe the Colombian economy of the late
1980s as one with a good macroeconomic performance, in the context of several
“microeconomic” distortions.

At the onset of the 1990s, and unfortunately still today, what certainly did
set Colombia apart from any other Latin American country were severe institutional
problems having to do with an un-declared civil war with leftist guerrilla’s, attempts
by the drug trade to overpower democratic institutions, and levels of everyday
violence that made Colombia one of the most dangerous country in the world.

The reformist effort led by César Gaviria in 1990-91 took place in the context
of a country that, though economically sound, was in the verge of falling apart
because of all the social unrest.  On August 15, 1989 Senator Luis Carlos Galán
—founder and leader of the dissident  Nuevo Liberalismo  faction and undisputable
front-runner in the liberal party’s primary campaign— was assassinated by gunmen
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hired by the Medellín drug cartel. The months that followed Galán’s assassination
were particularly bloody and reflected the deep institutional, social and political
crisis that the country faced.

In the last four months of 1989 alone, close to 90 bombs exploded in the
major cities. The headquarters of a leading newspaper were destroyed, while banks
and corporate buildings were subject to several terrorist acts. A powerful bomb all
but destroyed the headquarters of the security forces, killing 63 people and
wounding more than 600 –though missing its target, the head of the security
forces, a controversial maverick in the fight against Pablo Escobar and other leaders
of the drug mafia. Maybe the most gruesome element of this relentless terrorist
rampage was the planting of a bomb on a commercial jetliner flying from Bogotá to
Cali, attack in which over 100 innocent persons perished25.

To be sure, the degree to which violence had escalated went well beyond
these spectacular episodes, duly captured by the international press.  Only in El
Salvador and Guatemala, which were in the midst of outright civil war, was the rate
of homicide higher than in Colombia  (Figure 1).  Contrary to what many analysts
now believe, Colombia had not always been a particularly violent country.  Actually,
there is a strong positive correlation between the “guesstimates” of the value of
the drug trade and the evolution of homicides (Figure 2).  Not surprisingly, the
presence of drugs not only fueled everyday violence.  It also financed the dramatic
expansion of guerrilla organization’s (Figure 3). The causual evidence provided by
this graphs has recently received solid econometric support  (Sánchez and Nuñez,
2000).

More depressing evidence on how critical the situation was in terms of
social disruption is provided in Figures 4 and 5, which make reference, respectively,
to the total number of massacres, guerrilla attacks and kidnappings.  Sadly, of
course, is the fact that most of these indicators, which had reached an alarming
level in 1990, have actually deteriorated since then.  In fact, only the rate of homicides
has declined, and experts are still searching for an explanation to this positive
development.

When the 1990 presidential elections were finally over on May 27th, three
presidential candidates had been assassinated – Galán, Bernardo Jaramillo from
the left wing UP, and Carlos Pizarro from the former guerrilla movement M-19.
Additionally, Ernesto Samper, one of the leading Liberal Party candidates, had
been seriously wounded in an attack aimed at communist leader José Antequera.

Galán had been a relentless proponent of the modernization of Colombia’s
political system. Starting in 1987, and after returning to Colombia from a year in the
U.K., his views on the economy began to change. Increasingly, he called for
modernizing the economy and opening up to international competition (Vargas,
1993). On October 20th 1989 Galán’s elder son surprised the Nuevo Liberalismo

25 Details on this sordid period of  Colombia’s contemporary history can be found in Silva
(1997).
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leadership when at his father’s funeral he publicly, and emotionally, asked César
Gaviria, Galan’s campaign manager, to take over as the movement’s leader26.  A few
days later Gaviria officially joined the primaries as the front-runner. In March 1990
he defeated his two liberal rivals – including Ernesto Samper, who would eventually
succeed him as president in 1994. When César Gaviria, the 43 years old economist,
became Colombia’s constitutional president on August 7th 1990, Colombia was
facing one of its worst social, political and institutional crises.  The economy may
have been doing reasonably well, but the sense of institutional disintegration was
evident to perceptive analysts and, clearly, to almost everyone living in the country.

5. THE 1991 CONSTITUTION:  A BREAKING POINT IN THE REFORMIST

EFFORT

In the preceding section we argued that, although in the late 1980s Colom-
bia was not strictly facing an economic breakdown, it was going through major
political and social turmoil.  In that regard, the Colombian experience conforms to
a broad – and, we argue, correct — interpretation of the “crisis hypothesis.”
Moreover, the scope of the crisis, and in particular its political and social dimension
– including the increasingly important issue of drug trafficking – determined the
strategy followed by the Gaviria administration.  In particular, it had two major
effects: First, it allowed the authorities to go well beyond the economic sphere,
and to launch a major political reform, with a new Constitution as its centerpiece.
And second, since much of the media’s attention was on these political reforms, it
allowed the government to launch economic reforms that, at least on paper, were
deeper than what it would have been otherwise possible.

In this section we analyze in some detail the political economy process
surrounding the enactment of the Colombian constitution of 1991.  In particular,
we argue that during the fourth quarter of 1990 the Gaviria administration wisely
seized the opportunity granted by the political and institutional upheaval, in order
to advance its economic reform agenda.  While the general public was in favor of
drastic changes that would put an end to the drug baron’s blood bath and to
decades of guerilla warfare, Congress was a highly discredited institution. Without
much opposition  —and with key actors concerned with politics, drugs and guerri-
llas, rather than with economics— the Gaviria administration rapidly moved forward
key economic reforms during its first few months in office.  Barely a year down the
road, when popular and political support became critical in order to consolidate

26 In his effort to become a presidential candidate that would unify the liberal party, Galán
had asked former minister César Gaviria, who did not belong to the Nuevo Liberalismo
wing of the party, to become his campaign manager.  In this position Gaviria not only
gave the campaign a sound organizational base, but also helped Galán develop a reformist
view regarding the economy.
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and advance the reformist effort, the whole process came to a standstill.  In that
regard, it is possible to argue that the key breaking point is the enactment of a new
Constitution in 1991.

Probably the most salient feature of Colombia’s economic reform program
is that it took place in the context of a much broader reform effort, one that included
not only the economy, but also attempts at broadening the political system, making
peace with the guerrilla’s and bringing drug lords to justice (Table 16)27.   President
Gaviria was well aware that while there were problems in the economic front which
justified the introduction of a structural reform program, what was really critical
and allowed for no delays was the unstable political situation, which was
deteriorating at a very fast pace.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL ASSEMBLY

In 1990 Colombia had one of the oldest constitutions in the world.  Originally
enacted in 1886, it had gone through a handful of revisions, prominent among
them those of 1936 and 1968.  The three presidents that preceded Gaviria in office
had attempted to reform the Constitution. Lack of success generally was associated
with procedural problems.  The last (unsuccessful) reformist attempt had been led
by President Barco, when César Gaviria was his Interior Minister (or Ministro de
Gobierno, as the position was then called). After clearing all instances in Congress,
the reform collapsed when legislators that were in the mafia’s payroll demanded
the introduction of an article banning the extradition of Colombian nationals.  Mr.
Barco was left with no alternative other than retrieving his reform from Congress.

For various reasons, in 1990 the stage was set not only for a full-fledged
constitutional reform, but actually for the convening of a constitutional assembly
that would draft a new constitution.  The general public was fed up with an inept
Congress, was terrorized by the drug mafia, and was eager to see major advances
in the re-incorporation into civil society of those involved in a long-lasting guerri-
lla warfare. The drug lords saw a new constitution as the perfect instrument in
order to finally ban, for good, extradition. Finally, Gaviria understood the possibility
of advancing an important political reform, which would lead to a more efficient
and less corrupt Congress, while paving the way for a peace agreement with the
guerrilla’s 28.   Explicitly, neither economics nor extradition were priorities in his
agenda regarding matters to be addressed by a constitutional assembly.  He
requested the Supreme Court permission to convene a Constitutional Assembly
that would deal with a rather restricted agenda.

27 The specific details of the most important reforms can be found in Edwards and Steiner
(1999).

28 While President Barco successfully completed a political settlement with the M-19
guerrilla movement, when Gaviria took office the two main guerrilla factions  (FARC,
for Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia and ELN, for Ejercito de Liberación
Nacional) were still active.  They still are.
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The actual process that led to the convening of a Constitutional Assembly
began as a spontaneous act led by students who realized that a major constitutional
amendment would never make it through Congress.  They gathered enough
signatures so that on the occasion of the May 1990 presidential election the people
would vote for or against the convening of a Constitutional Assembly.  While
Gaviria comfortably won the election, 87% of voters responded “yes” to the
convening of the assembly.  Suddenly, Colombia had a new President, with a major
mandate for change, and with a powerful instrument to do so.

Still, given the long tradition of Courts overturning constitutional
amendments, Gaviria did not take things for granted.  In order to minimize the
possibility of a judicial setback, he requested the Supreme Court permission to
convene the election of members to a Constitutional assembly, which would work
within a rather limited, pre-defined agenda (Vargas, 1993 and Silva, 1997).

To be sure, Gaviria also wanted to leave extradition out of the subject
matters to be dealt with by the assembly. Of course, the mafia had different ideas.
In the months following Mr. Gaviria’s inauguration, the mob kidnapped several
prominent citizens, including the daughter of a former president29 as well as a
junior member of the family that owned Colombia’s leading daily.

Under a scenario of great expectation, the Court authorized the President to
convene the election of a Constitutional Assembly in December, 1990. To most
everybody’s surprise, the Court explicitly established that there would be no limits
regarding the topics that could be addressed by the assembly.  That, of course, put
extradition back in everybody’s mind.

The results of the election of the members of the assembly represented a
big change with respect to what had been traditional in most elections.  For once,
pluralism was the distinct element. While the liberal party elected 25 members and
the conservatives 20 (divided in two factions), Alianza Democrática M-19 (the
political movement led by members of the former M-19 guerilla movement) managed
to elect 19. Minorities, including blacks and indigenous communities, were also
represented.

While there is evidence that the more polarized a Constitutional Assembly
is, more weight will be given to short-term priorities as opposed to long-term
objectives (Myerson, 2000), another element stemming from polarization is also
worth highlighting.  With all kinds of diverse political interests represented in the
assembly, the government certainly had a key role to play.  In an assembly in which
the extreme right (the Movimiento de Salvación Nacional, a splinter group of the
conservative party) had 11 members and the extreme left 19, the government –
elected in a landslide just a few months before—would be the natural powerbroker.

While the assembly was in session, the new administration instrumented a
peculiar system by which drug dealers who voluntarily turned themselves in would
never be extradited.  As a result, the Ochoa brothers –the less confrontational and

29 She would subsequently die in the cross-fire that ensued during an ill-advised rescue
attempt.
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sanguinary branch of the Medellín cartel— landed in jail.  Pablo Escobar, the
undisputed capo di tuti capi, would not settle for that. Through members of the
assembly that were on his payroll, he managed to introduce the banning of
extradition in the topics to be discussed by the assembly. Although it is quite likely
that only a few members of the assembly were on the take, when the issue was
finally voted, it was broadly supported.  On the same day that a key vote banned
the extradition of Colombian nationals, Mr. Escobar turned himself in, to be housed
in a comfortable prison he had build for himself.

On July 5th, 1991 Colombia had a new Constitution, one that with the
guidance of the government had been written by a broad spectrum of Colombians.
The sense of relief was understandable. For the first time in decades, meaningful
legislation had been written outside an exclusionist bi-partisan coalition. If that
were not enough, all-important drug-traffickers were in jail, and, with extradition
constitutionally banned, the terrorist nightmare seemed all but over.  Most
Colombians were in a state of euphoria, and Gaviria could claim  credit for having
been able to achieve something that his three predecessors were unable to.

The new constitution is a vast document that regulates the main aspects of
Colombia’s political, social and economic life30.  As in many Latin American
countries, it establishes rights, regulations and obligations in an incredibly detailed
way.

Regarding property rights, the Constitution provides an array of rules,
which try to strike a balance between protecting private property rights (including
promoting privatization) and promoting state ownership of certain resources.

Articles 64-65 provide a vivid illustration of the way in which the new legal
order catered to specific interest groups. Article 64 establishes that it is the state’s
obligation to ensure that agricultural workers become, gradually, landowners.
Additionally it states that it is the state’s obligation to promote peasants access to
“education, health services, housing, social security, entertainment ...” Not one
word on how these services would be financed.

A large number of articles are aimed at protecting labor rights and, more
specifically, at protecting certain sectors of organized labor.  Article 25, for example,

30 Regarding politics, the 1991 Constitution established the basis for a “pluralist and
participative democracy.” A key element in this regard is political and fiscal
decentralization, which should bring the government closer to the people, enhancing
transparency and accountability.  New participation mechanisms were introduced,
including the referendum, the plebiscite, the revoking of mandates and the “acción de
tutela”, according to which any citizen can go before any judge and claim for his
“fundamental rights”, of which the Constitution is full of.  In addition, the balance of
power shifted away from the President, to the Congress, and particularly to the Courts.
Of the several Courts established in the Constitution, it is important to highlight the
almost limitless power of the Constitutional Court.  In addition, as Wiesner (1997) has
argued, many groups, and especially those associated with the provision of public goods
(education, health and some infrastructure), were able to ensure at the constitutional
level their ability to capture rents.
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establishes that “[e]very person has the right to a job in dignified and just terms”.
Articles  39, 43 and 44 provide modern civil rights, while Article 54 goes well
beyond this by establishing that it is “[t]he obligation of the state and employers
to provide technical and professional training to those that require it.” In an effort
to protect the rights of retired people, Article 53 indicates that the indexation (of
pensions) is a constitutional right. The most interesting constitutional provision
regarding labor markets is, perhaps, contained in article 334, which states that
“[t]he state would intervene to ensure that full employment is achieved...”

The Constitution established a significant degree of political as well as
financial decentralization. Articles 339-344 state that the National Development
Plan will have to be elaborated after consultation with the sub-national governments.
A number of articles establish in a very specific way the magnitudes and modalities
of transfers from the national to the sub-national governments, independently of
the country’s other obligations or of its economic performance. Many of the
provisions implicitly protect rents related to specific activities and sectors, as
highlighted by Wiesner (1997).  For example, Article 361 mandates that funds from
royalties from any activity related to the exploitation of non renewable natural
resources will have to be spent on new mining projects.  This provision constitutes
a major concession made by the Assembly —with the government’s implicit
support— to the oil workers’ (Ecopetrol) union.

The Constitution also established a number of economic and political
institutions aimed at protecting the private sector and citizens from economic
abuse. There is no doubt that the most important of these was the establishment of
an independent central bank (art 371-373). Other constitutional provisions are
aimed at restricting congress’s ability of increasing, during the budgetary process,
the fiscal imbalance.

In retrospect, and from the strict perspective of the economic reform process,
it is possible to argue that the 1991 Constitution was not particularly helpful.  In
fact, an analysis of its economic provisions suggests that by providing special
concessions to specific interest groups, the constitution promoted rent seeking,
and created an economic structure inconsistent with an efficient and impersonal
modern economy.

Quite soon it would become clear, both to the people and to the Gaviria
administration, that no “nirvana” had been attained with the new Constitution.  In
this regard, the role played by the “Congresito” (for “small Congress”) deserves a
special mention. With substantial popular support, the Constitutional Assembly
had revoked the mandate of the Congress that had been elected for a 4-year term
in 1990. With new elections to take place in December, 1991, a temporary legislative
body was designated by the assembly.  The duties of the “Congresito” had to do
with urgent transitory matters of which the new Constitution was full of and with
approving the budget. While the “Congresito” was very efficient in advancing the
agenda set out both by the government and the assembly –efficiency that added
to the general sense of euphoria—, it was soon to be replaced by a new legislative,
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which, composed by many of the same members of the revoked Congress, was
back, with a vengeance.  Having many of the same legislators back also highlights
the fact that, at least regarding names and faces, the 1991 Constitution had failed
in producing a new, enlightened political class31.

TIMING:  PRE  AND POST CONSTITUTIONAL ASSEMBLY REFORMS

Since early on in the campaign trail Gaviria and his collaborators had been
working in the design of an economic reform program.  Once in office, the President
decided to move fast, taking advantage of the reform mood then prevalent.  During
its first six months in office  —while working on the details of the convening of a
constitutional assembly and of the “política de sometimiento” (surrendering policy)
of drug-traffickers—the administration submitted to Congress key legislature on
economic matters. In September, 1990 it presented the proposal to reform the foreign
exchange statute (Estatuto Cambiario) and in October reform packages dealing
with the financial sector, taxes, labor regime, housing and ports. In addition, through
Presidential decrees trade liberalization was enhanced.

The significance of the reform proposals cannot be underestimated.  This
point is highlighted by the fact that most of the initiatives had been unsuccessfully
attempted in the past.  For example, the 1974 and 1979 financial liberalization
programs had to be scaled down, when changes in macroeconomic conditions
were unfortunately dealt with mainly through financial repression. As a result, in
1990 Colombia’s financial sector was highly inefficient, heavily taxed and
substantially in government hands  (Barajas, Steiner and Salazar, 1999).

Regarding trade liberalization, the policies of 1989-1990 followed two
important failed attempts, one in 1965-66 another one in 1978-82.  At the end of the
1980s, as described before, Colombia had one of the worlds most distorted trade
regimes:  tariffs were high and disperse and quantitative restrictions were prominent.
With respect to the labor code, a stance highly protective of worker’s rights had
been in place, basically unaltered, since the 1960s.

Finally, regarding international financial transactions, it is important to
underscore that the Estatuto Cambiario, in place since the introduction of Decree
Law 444 in 1967, was an institution revered by most Colombians. Through it, a
crawling-peg regime was sustained on strict controls on capital mobility.  It was
credited with providing Colombia with an orderly and stable balance of payments
situation, one in which the promotion and diversification of exports achieved
through a competitive real exchange rate took center stage.

31 When the assembly agreed to revoke the Congress, it was established that assembly
members could not run in the forthcoming congressional elections.  That meant that
Antonio Navarro, the highly visible leader of AD-M 19, and Alvaro Gómez, founder of
a splinter group within the Consrvative party, could not lead their groups congressional
electoral effort.  Partly as a result of this, both movements, which had played a key
role in the assembly, saw their political power diminish significantly.
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 Surprisingly, all of Gaviria’s reform initiatives swiftly made it through
Congress by January, 1991.  In fact, the bulk of them was unanimously approved in
a matter of eight days (Cepeda, 1994). No wonder the whole process came to be
known as “el revolcón” .  In a matter of weeks, Colombia, the region’s most stable
economy and the country least prone to change, had apparently introduced one of
the broadest reform programs in Latin America.  To nobody’s surprise, Gaviria was
“man of the year” in the leading weekly magazine.

Certainly, the expediency of the process is partly related to the detailed
technical work of Gaviria and his staff.  However, other important elements should
be kept in mind as well.  As was mentioned above, most Colombians were eager for
change.  Whether they supported market-oriented reforms or not was, to a certain
extent, irrelevant at the time. Regardless of the fact that the economic situation was
not bad, the political and institutional crisis was so deep, that most everybody
wanted a change.  The immense support received by the spontaneous initiative of
a few students to convene a Constitutional Assembly whose agenda would only
become clear several months later supports the claim that most everyone wanted
“a revolcón.”

Second, the first wave of reforms meant that a very popular administration
—Gaviria commanded 85% of popular support when he took office— would have
to confront an extremely discredited Congress. The legislative body wanted to
show the people that, this time around, it was up to its historical task.  Not to
mention the distinct possibility that the Constitutional Assembly that was being
convened could very well decide, as it eventually did, to revoke Congress’s mandate.

Following the enactment of the 1991 Constitution, a new Congress was
elected and in deliberation late that year.  Many revoked members won their seats
once again. In his second year in office, the President would have to face a much
less collaborationist legislature.  To be sure, some members of Congress were glad
to get back at the President, who, after all, had agreed to the revoking of their
mandate32.   Post Constitutional assembly reforms would have a very different fate
as compared with those introduced in late 1990.

A third element that helps explain the swift passage of the first wave of
economic reforms is related to the comprehensive nature of the entire reformist
effort.  In particular, the economic reforms of 1990 were introduced at the same time
that important attempts were being made at reforming politics while advancing
negotiations with both the guerrilla’s and the drug lords.  In the period stemming
from August 7, 1990 –when Gaviria was inaugurated— to July 5, 1991 –when the
new Constitution was signed—  public opinion was focused on the government’s
attempts at reaching an agreement with the mafia in order to have the kingpins
surrender, in exchange for the assurance that they would not be extradited.

32 The revoking of Congress’s mandate received ample popular support.  The fact that in
the new election several revoked members were re-elected is a puzzling development,
which merits a detailed analysis that goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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Understandably so, in comparison to eventually having Pablo Escobar behind
bars, a possibility over which there were new developments almost every day, the
liberalization of foreign investment in the financial sector was a subject that hardly
made the newspapers. Gaviria and his economic team certainly took good advantage
of this golden opportunity.

Finally, a fourth factor that explains the success of the earlier part of Gaviria’s
reformist effort is related to the ample use of compensation mechanisms, wisely
used to broaden the support for  the whole initiative.  This topic is dealt with in
detail in Edwards (1996) and Edwards and Steiner (1999).

Key reforms introduced in 1992, after the enactment of the new Constitution
–many of which actually stem from the Constitution itself— included pension and
health reform, a new central bank charter, a second financial sector reform,
decentralization and privatization. Attesting to the fact that the second wave of
reforms yielded less than expected results, in late 1999 the Colombian government
entered into an agreement with the IMF.  Critical elements of the agreement include
the revision of the system that governs the transfer of resources from the central
government to departments municipalities and a major overhaul of the pension
system.

Several explanations can be offered to the fact that the post-Constitutional
Assembly reforms were not as well designed as those introduced in late 1990.
From the outset it should be pointed out that some reforms were all but completely
defined within the Constitutional assembly.  Although they did require posterior
legislative work, their key elements were already written in the Constitution.  That
is the case of the new central bank charter33  —which came out reasonably well—
and of fiscal decentralization, which came out with all kinds of problems 34.

In addition, there is the issue of a much less collaborationist Congress,
following the October 1991 re-election of several members of congress whose
mandate had been revoked only months before. And of course, several events
happened in 1992 which substantially diminished Gaviria’s popularity and which
subsequently weakened him in the political arena. Cepeda (1994) refers to 1992 as
Gaviria’s “horrible year.” His popularity plummeted from 78.8% at the beginning of
the year to 34.9% at the end of the first semester.  In May, 66.7% of those surveyed
complained about “the bad economic situation” and 74.3% said they would never
vote for Gaviria again.  By the way, presidential re-election was banned in the 1991
Constitution.

Several events typify the “horrible year.”  First, and partially as a results of
a severe drought brought about by “El Nino” and partially as a consequence of

33 A slightly critical assessment of the 1991 central bank charter can be found in Alesina,
Carrasquilla and Steiner  (2000).  A self-serving evaluation from an insider perspective
can be found in Clavijo (2000).

34 Most assessments of the 1991 decentralization process offer a very negative balance.
In some quarters skepticism was made public very early on. See Correa and Steiner
(written in 1994, published in 1999).
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severe managerial problems in the energy sector, electrical power had to be rationed
throughout most of the year. At its peak, power was rationed for eight hours a day.
If having no power wasn’t disturbing enough, Gaviria’s handling of the affair made
matters worse. He went on national television to inform that after a very detailed
investigation, managerial problems were explained by the ineptitude of a few low-
level bureaucrats in his administration.  Of course, people were expecting big
heads to roll, as a result of the fiasco.

On July Gaviria’s biggest nightmare became a reality.  Adding insult to
injury, Pablo Escobar –who lived the good life in a so-called jail he had build or
himself—escaped during a sloppy operation undertaken in order to transfer him to
a real jail, one in which he would presumably stop running his business.

During the second half of his administration, restoring power and re-
capturing Escobar became Gaviria’s most important priorities.  Structural reforms
took a back seat, in the context of a relationship between the executive and the
legislative that was entirely different from the “honeymoon” the President had
enjoyed during his first year in office.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have analyzed the conditions that led, in 1989-1990, to the
launching of a major reform effort in Colombia. In particular, we have investigated
whether the Colombian experience conforms with the so-called “crisis hypothesis”
of economic reform. Throughout the analysis we have argued that although Co-
lombia was not facing a major economic crisis at the outset of the reformist effort,
it was certainly facing a severe political and institutional breakdown.  The profound
attention devoted by the general public and by most key actors –including,
prominently, the Congress—to political issues gave incoming President César
Gaviria ample room to maneuver in the economic reform front.  As a result, his first
six months in office were truly remarkable in terms of economic reform.  At the time,
the enactment of a new Constitution was seen as one of the most important
achievements of the Gaviria reform program.

As it turned out, however, following the enactment of the new Constitution,
those interest groups negatively affected by the reforms were able to regroup, and
started to actively lobby to stall the modernization process.  As a result of this, the
reformist effort slowed down significantly during the second half of the Gaviria
administration (Edwards 1996 and Edwards and Steiner 1999).  What is more serious,
however, is that many of the constitutional mandates have ended up placing Co-
lombia on an unsustainable fiscal path.  In this regard, it is telling that the current
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arrangement with the IMF calls for reforming two  distinct elements of the 1991
Constitution:  the system of inter-governmental transfers and the social security
system.
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TABLE 1
ELEVEN  KEY HYPOTHESES ON THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF MARKET

ORIENTED REFORM

Source: Edwards (1996).

Hypothesis Comments

1.  Crisis hypothesis A market-oriented reform is usually initiated in the midst of a major
economic crisis.

2.  Technocratic reform team leads the
modernization effort

The reforms are designed and implemented by a team of technocrats – the
technopols.

3.  Ideas matter The technopols have a clear ideology.  The design of the reforms, and
their outcome, are affected by this ideology.  The reform process goes
beyond purely distributive issues.  In some cases the political leader does
not have a reform ideology at the beginning of the process; in others, he
hides his ideology from voters, the so-called voodoo-economics
hypothesis.

4.  A strong public relations effort helps
increase the support for the reforms

The average citizen has mixed feelings about the reforms.  In the midst of
a crisis he is willing to experiment with new policies; on the other hand,
he is apprehensive about new ideas.  A strong marketing effort will help
him understand the true nature of the reform program.

5.  Compensation schemes can help reduce
the opposition to the reform effort

The reforms have profound effects on income distribution.  Naturally
those groups hurt by the reform will oppose them.  The use of broadly
defined compensation schemes, that usually go beyond the economic
sphere, can effectively help deflect this opposition.

6.  Sequencing  matters The order in which reforms are undertaken has economic and political
consequences.  It affects the nature of the distributive conflict, and the
authorities ability to implement effective compensation schemes.

7.  Speed matters The speed at which the reforms are implemented has important political
effects.  There usually is, however, a trade off between credibility and
adjustment costs.  A gradual reforms will have lower adjustment costs,
but will tend to have a low degree of credibility.  To the extent that there
is a “honeymoon period” a more rapid reform during the initial months of
an administration may be effective.

8.  Political institutions are important The nature of political institutions matters.  Some of the most important
aspects are the degree of decentralization, the strength of the executive,
and the degree of independence of the judiciary and the central bank.

9.  External support may be important at
certain junctures

Support from the multilaterals -- IMF and World Bank, for example –
may help launching the reforms.  In some cases technical advise can also
be useful.  The importance of external actors tends to be exaggerated in
the popular media.

10.  Coalition building can ease the political
costs of the transition

Forging a broad coalition -- or a national project -- around the reform
effort will greatly reduce the political opposition and facilitate the
transition.  By their own nature, however, broad political coalitions are
fragile and may break easily.  This suggests that an effort should be made
to make progress while the coalition holds in place.

11.  The opposition to reform tends to grow
through time, as those negatively
affected by it regroup

As the sense of urgency created by the initial crisis subsides, the appeal
of reforms declines.  Opponents see an opportunity to regroup.  The
extent and success of this opposition will depend, among other things, on
the performance of the economy.  If growth is fast, wages increase and
unemployment is down, the support for reform will be sustained.
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Country Variable 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990-96

Argentina Inflation 22,9 132,9 565,7 361,3
Ranking:  level** 4 5 6 5

            c.v. 1 5 6 6
Growth 4,04 2,66 -0,75 4,85

Ranking:  level** 1 2 1 5
            c.v. 6 5 1 3

Brazil Inflation 45,9 30,5 319,6 1329,6
Ranking:  level** 6 4 5 6

            c.v. 3 2 5 5
Growth 9,19 8,01 3,11 1,60

Ranking:  level** 6 6 4 1
            c.v. 5 3 3 6

Chile Inflation 25,1 174,6 21,4 14,7
Ranking:  level** 5 6 1 1

            c.v. 4 6 2 3
Growth 4,51 2,22 3,67 6,83

Ranking:  level** 2 1 6 6
            c.v. 4 6 5 1

Colombia Inflation 11,2 19,3 23,4 24,9
Ranking:  level** 3 3 3 3

            c.v. 5 1 1 1
Growth 4,92 5,77 3,40 4,14

Ranking:  level** 3 4 5 4
            c.v. 1 1 2 2

Mexico Inflation 2,7 14,7 69,1 21,6
Ranking:  level** 2 2 4 2

            c.v. 2 4 3 4
Growth 7,16 6,48 2,26 2,60

Ranking:  level** 5 5 3 2
            c.v. 2 2 4 5

Venezuela Inflation 1,2 6,6 23,0 52,2
Ranking:  level** 1 1 2 4

            c.v. 6 3 4 2
Growth 5,64 5,19 0,2 3,12

Ranking:  level** 4 3 2 3
            c.v. 3 4 6 4

TABLE 2
INFLATION AND GROWTH IN LATIN AMERICA*

* Annual percentage change in CPI and in GDP, respectively.
** An entry of 1 (6) indicates the lowest (highest) level of the variable and of the coefficient

of variation (c.v., computed as the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean).
Source: Jaramillo, Steiner and Salazar (1999)
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TABLE 3
TERMS OF TRADE IN LATIN AMERICA

* An entry of 1 (6) indicates the lowest (highest) level of the variable or coefficient of
variation.

Source: Jaramillo, Steiner and Salazar (1999).

Country 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990-96

Argentina Coefficient of Variation 0,16 0,20 0,21 0,14
Ranking* 6 3 3 6

Brazil Coefficient of Variation 0,07 0,09 0,13 0,12
Ranking 2 1 2 5

Chile Coefficient of Variation 0,08 0,26 0,09 0,04
Ranking 3 5 1 3

Colombia Coefficient of Variation 0,11 0,22 0,31 0,03
Ranking 4 4 6 2

Mexico Coefficient of Variation 0,14 0,18 0,22 0,03
Ranking 5 2 4 1

Venezuela Coefficient of Variation 0,04 0,43 0,25 0,10
Ranking 1 6 5 4

TABLE 4
CENTRAL BANKING PHASES IN COLOMBIA

Source: Meisel (1996).

Period Nature of the board Main objective

1923-1951 Private and independent from government Price stability

1951-1963 Private and independent from government Price stability and economic development

1963-1991 Official and dependent from government Monetary, exchange and credit management

1991- Official and independent from government Price stability
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TABLE 5
GOVERNOR TENURE AT THE CENTRAL BANK OF COLOMBIA

Starting date Name Tenure
(years)

15/Dec/1960 Eduardo Arias 8.8
22/Oct/1969 Germán Botero 8.8
24/Aug/1978 Rafael Gama 4.0
26/Aug/1982 Hugo Palacios 3.1
26/Sep/1985 Francisco Ortega 7.4
22/Feb/1993 Miguel Urrutia

Average tenure 6.4

Source: Jaramillo, Steiner and Salazar (1999).

TABLE 6
TURNOVER RATE OF CENTRAL BANK GOVERNORS

Country Turnover rate 1

Argentina 0,93
Honduras 0,13
Costa Rica 0,58
Chile 0,45
Colombia 0,20
México 0,15
Panamá 0,24
Brasil 1,33
Uruguay 0,48
Venezuela 0,30

Average rate 0.48

1 Average changes per year.
Source: Cukierman (1992).
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Year Membership rate* Number of unions

1939 2,80 571
1947 5.50 809
1965 15,80 892
1980 15,70 3781
1984 9,32 2172
1990 7,80 2265

TABLE 8
ORGANIZED LABOR

* Organized labor force as % of total.
Source: Urrutia (1976), Londoño (1986) and Ministerio de Trabajo y Seguridad Social.

TABLE 9
LABOR UNION MEMBERSHIP RATE BY ECONOMIC SECTOR

Economic sector 1984

Agriculture 1,8
Mining 12,7
Manufacturing 8,1
Public utilities 53,2
Construction 3,9
Commerce 3,0
Transportation and communications 51,4
Financial intermediaries 12,8
Services 19,6
Total 9,3

Source: Ministerio de Trabajo y Seguridad Social.

TABLE 10
PARTISAN ORIENTATION OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS OF FEDESARROLLO

Executive Director Partisan orientation Partisan orientation
of the government in place

Rodrigo Botero Liberal Conservative
Roberto Junguito Conservative Liberal
Carlos Caballero Liberal Conservative
José Antonio Ocampo Liberal Conservative-Liberal
Guillermo Perry Liberal Liberal
Miguel Urrutia Conservative Liberal
Eduardo Lora Independent Liberal
Mauricio Cárdenas Conservative Liberal
Juan José Echavarría Liberal Conservative

Source: Jaramillo, Steiner and Salazar (1999).
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TABLE 11
ECONOMIC RERFORMANCE OF SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN ECONOMIES

Source: WB-Global Development Finance & World Development Indicators.

GDP Growth (%) GDP per capita
(1985 constant dollars and %)

Average Inflation

Average Average Rate (%)
1980 1983 1989 1980-1989 1979 1989 1980-1989 1970-1979 1980-1989

Argentina 3,51 4,11 -6,94 -0,50 6.306 4.906 -1,96 132,9 141,7
Brazil 9,11 -3,41 3,28 2,99 4.078 4.271 0,95
Chile 8,15 -3,79 10,56 4,39 3.699 4.361 2,76 174,6 174,8
Colombia 4,09 1,57 3,41 3,40 2.878 3.286 1,29 19,3 21,3
Ecuador 4,91 -2,82 0,26 2,37 3.128 2.788 -0,22 11,9 12,7
Mexico 11,81 -3,20 4,20 2,14 5.621 5.566 -0,01 14,7 16,8
Peru 3,07 -12,58 -11,65 0,14 2.798 2.246 -2,08 26,5 31,9
Uruguay 5,84 -10,27 1,27 0,58 4.816 4.676 -0,03 59,3 64,0
Venezuela -4,48 -3,75 -7,46 -0,18 8.092 5.907 -2,68 6,6 8,5

TABLE 12
THE EVOLUTION OF EXTREME POVERTY: 1978-91

1978 1988 1991

Percentage of people below the extreme poverty
line in the rural sector. 38.4% 33.1% 29.0%

Percentage of people below the extreme poverty
line in the urban sector. 12.1% 8.0% 7.8%

Percentage of people below the extreme poverty
line in the country as a whole. 23.6% 18.7% 16.9%

Edwards and Steiner (1999).

TABLE 13
INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN URBAN HOUSEHOLDS

Quintile 1 Quintile 2 Quintile 3 Quintile 4 Quintile 5
Decile 1 Decile 2 Decile 9 Decile 10

Argentina 1980 2,8 4 10,6 15,7 21,7 14,4 30,9
1990 2,3 3,9 8,7 14,2 20,9 15,2 34,8

Brasil 1979 1,3 2,6 7,9 12,2 20 16,9 39,1
1990 1,1 2,2 7 11 19,4 17,4 41,8

Chile 1987 1,6 2,8 8,3 12,8 19,4 16,5 39,6
1990 1,7 3 8,7 12,1 18,7 15,8 39,2

Colombia 1980 0,9 2,5 7,6 11,3 18,9 17,5 41,3
1990 1,5 3,1 9 13,6 21 16,9 34,9

Costa Rica 1981 2,3 4,5 12,1 16,7 24,5 16,9 23,2
1990 1,6 4,1 12,1 17,1 24,5 16,1 24,6

Source: ECLAC.
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TABLE 14
THE EXTENT OF PROTECTION IN COLOMBIA 1980-88

1980 1984 1988

Average Nominal Tariffs 26% 57% 27%

Average Effective Rates of Protection 43% na na

Percentage of Imports Subject to Prohibitions or
Licenses 31% 99% 62%

Sources: Edwards and Steiner (1999).

TABLE  15
OPENING IN SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES IN THE 80s

1/ Unwieghted.
Source: Edwards (1995a, pp.126).

Average protection of
tariffs and paratariffs 1/

Average coverage of
nontariffs barriers /1

1985 1985-87

Early reformers
Bolivia 20 25
Chile 36 10,1
Mexico 34 12,7

Second phase reformers
Costa Rica 92 0,8
Uruguay 32 14,1

Third phase reformers
Argentina 28 31,9
Brasil 80 35,3
Colombia 83 73,2
Guatemala 50 7,4
Nicaragua 54 27,8
Paraguay 71,7 9,9
Peru 64 53,4
Venezuela 30 44,1

Non reformers
Ecuador 50 59,3
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FIGURE 1.  RATE OF HOMICIDE
(PER 100.000)

Source:  Echandía, 1999.

FIGURE 2.  COCAINE EXPORTS AND HOMICIDES

Source: Policía Nacional, several issues, and Steiner (1998).
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FIGURE 3.  NUMBER OF GUERRILLA FRONTS
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FIGURE 4.  MURDERS IN MASSACRES AND GUERRILLA ATTACKS
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FIGURE 5.  TOTAL NUMBER OF KIDNAPPINGS
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